**RESEARCH ANALYST**

**Main functions, requisites & benefits**

**Main functions**
What we are looking for - We are looking for a Research Analyst in Bizkaia who will have the opportunity to establish the Research Methodologies at the Company. Responsibilities: Conduct extensive web research (OSINT/WEBINT) from platforms across the web, social media, and databases. Analyze large amounts of data, conduct and present clear reports, while working with data and analytics software/methodologies. Work with the team to improve and expand our toolset. Assist our product team to understand our customers’ needs better by tracking their pains, following industry trends, and communicating their needs. Managing direct interaction with our clients in Spain in regarding our product.

**Requisites**
Requirements: Spanish, English - Full professional proficiency Basque - Must University degree Ability to act with a high degree of autonomy and to manage multiple tasks/projects and deadlines simultaneously Investigative and analytical problem-solving skills Excellent Excel/Google sheets skills Desirable and a strong advantage: Strong background of WEBINT, OSINT, source verification, data fusion, and intelligence analysis Good knowledge of online data sources (forums, social media, deep web, marketplaces, and more) SQL, Python

**Benefits**
The opportunity to work at a fast-growing startup. Join an international team of top-performing individuals. Dynamic and interesting work environment. Competitive salary.